PANILO COUNTRY
As sung by Gabe Kila and The Nanakuli Sons

Banjo intro (everyone clapping):  G C D7 G / G C D7 G
Everyone:  G C D7 G / G C D7 G

VERSE 1
G C D7 G
Places I have been, cities I have seen
C D7
With concrete canyons rising from the ground
G C
Miles and miles of asphalt trails,
A7 D7
Stretched across the land
C
Stampeding metal ponies
D7
Leaving smoke along the way. I’m going back to...

CHORUS:
G C
Paniolo Country
D7 G
Stars at night, no city lights
G C D7 G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range
G C D7
Paniolo Country, Raindrops fall
G
The grass grows tall
G C D7 G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range.

VERSE 2
G C D7 G
I’ve made up my mind, won’t waste any time
C D7
I’m going back to where the clouds fly high
G C
Take my word it’s pretty
A7 D7
Not like the great big city
C D7
Where we still breathe the cool, clear, mountain air. I’m going back to...
CHORUS:
G          C
Paniolo Country
D7                       G
Stars at night, no city lights
G          C          D7                       G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range
G          C          D7
Paniolo Country, Raindrops fall
G
The grass grows tall
G          C          D7                       G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range.

REPEAT VERSE 1
G          C          D7                       G
Places I have been, cities I have seen
C          D7
With concrete canyons rising from the ground
G          C
Miles and miles of asphalt trails,
A7          D7
Stretched across the land
C
Stampeding metal ponies
D7
Leaving smoke along the way. I’m going back to...

CHORUS:
G          C
Paniolo Country
D7                       G
Stars at night, no city lights
G          C          D7                       G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range
G          C          D7
Paniolo Country, Raindrops fall
G
The grass grows tall
G          C          D7                       G
Paniolo Country, my home on the range.

SOLO:  G C D7 G / G C D7 G / G C D7 G / G C D7 G I’m going back to...
Repeat Chorus until stop or fade out with clapping